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Abstract: Piles have paramount importance for various structural systems in a wide scope of civil and
geotechnical engineering works. Accurately predicting the pullout resistance of piles is critical for the
long-term structural resilience of civil infrastructures. In this research, three sophisticated models are
employed for precisely predicting the pullout resistance (Pul) of helical piles. Metaheuristic schemes
of gray wolf optimization (GWO), differential evolution (DE), and ant colony optimization (ACO)
were deployed for tuning an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) in mapping the Pul

behavior from three independent factors, namely the embedment ratio, the density class, and the ratio
of the shaft base diameter to the shaft diameter. Based on the results, i.e., the Pearson’s correlation
coefficient (R = 0.99986 vs. 0.99962 and 0.99981) and root mean square error (RMSE = 7.2802 vs.
12.1223 and 8.5777), the GWO-ANFIS surpassed the DE- and ACO-based ensembles in the training
phase. However, smaller errors were obtained for the DE-ANFIS and ACO-ANFIS in predicting the
Pul pattern. Overall, the results show that all three models are capable of predicting the Pul for helical
piles in both loose and dense soils with superior accuracy. Hence, the combination of ANFIS and the
mentioned metaheuristic algorithms is recommended for real-world purposes.

Keywords: helical piles; pullout resistance; fuzzy systems; evolutionary optimization

1. Introduction

With recent advances in measuring technologies and computational methods, the
world of engineering has experienced significant improvements [1–3]. These improvements
comprise various domains, such as civil engineering and earth science [4,5], hydrology and
water science [6], material assessment [7], etc. A more explicit example of the civil engineer-
ing field could be assessing concrete-based structural elements and their behavior under
different loading conditions [8,9]. Focusing on geotechnical engineering, many scientists
have employed analytical and numerical approaches for assessing various phenomena
(e.g., rock mass movement [10], behavior of crystalline rock [11], etc.).

A primary purpose of the mentioned efforts has been to facilitate burdensome issues
through employing computer-based software and algorithms [12,13]. The application of
soft computing (SC) techniques has produced encouraging results in a wide variety of
engineering domains [14–16]. Since geotechnical operations are the basis of many civil
engineering projects, solving related problems has always been a vital and challenging
task for engineers. Many scholars have profitably applied intelligent models to different
geotechnical simulations, such as slope stability [17], soil shear strength [18], soil per-
meability [19], bearing capacity (BC) of foundations [20], etc. These studies, as well as
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many similar efforts, have shown the suitability of data mining methods and argued their
efficiency in comparison with traditional approaches.

A pile is a widely used form of foundation that has complicated calculations for
analyzing different parameters. The SC-based methods have provided efficient solutions
for predicting various parameters of piles (e.g., BC [21], drivability [22], and settlement [23]).
These methods exploit particular strategies to comprehend the relationship between a set
of dependent–independent factors. An artificial neural network (ANN) [24], for example,
is an imitation of the biological neural system. Nguyen et al. [25] estimated the frictional
resistance of driven piles using a four-layer ANN. Moayedi and Hayati [26] applied a feed-
forward ANN to the information of bored piles for forecasting load–settlement responses.
Their proposed model achieved an accuracy greater than 99% (in terms of the R-squared
correlation index). A support vector machine (SVM) [27] is a statistic-based learner that has
successfully performed many classification and regression simulations. Scholars, including
Pal and Deswal [28] and Ghazanfari-Hashemi et al. [29], have used SVMs for predicting
the capacity and group scour of piles.

The adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is another potent processor that
incorporates the ANN and fuzzy rules for non-linear analysis. This property has made
the ANFIS a strong predictive tool. Zhang et al. [30] used this model for simulating
the ultimate bearing capacity (UBC) of single piles. The quick convergence and large
accuracy in reproducing an analyzed pattern were mentioned as the merits of the used
ANFIS. Tien Bui et al. [31] showed the higher efficiency of ANFISs in comparison with
three common notions of ANNs, namely feed-forward, radial basis functions, and general
regression ANNs, in modeling the behavior of pullout resistance (Pul) of belled piles. The
variance account for (VAF) the statistical index was 97.442 and 96.247 for the training
and prediction phases of the used ANFI, respectively. Ghorbani et al. [32] could predict
the ultimate axial load BC with 96% accuracy by feeding an ANFIS based on the records
from a cone penetration test (CPT). They obtained a tractable predictive equation from the
suggested model.

Geotechnical scholars have also paid much attention to the recently developed meta-
heuristic science in their works [33,34]. Azimi et al. [35] proposed a hybrid of the AN-
FIS coupled with differential evolution (DE) and singular decomposition value (SVD) to
model scour at pile groups. In addition to proving the applicability of the developed
ANFIS-DE/SVD model, they showed its better performance in comparison with empirical
approaches and genetic algorithms (GAs). Moayedi et al. [36] optimized an ANFIS using
particle swarm optimization (PSO) and GA for forecasting the friction capacity ratios of
driven shafts. They could reduce the root mean square error (RMSE) of the ANFIS from
0.0123 to 0.0119 and 0.0117. Thus, the GA-fuzzy model was introduced as the most reliable
predictor. Harandizadeh et al. [37] synthesized a gravitational search algorithm and a
group method of data handling with the ANFIS to approximate the pile BC. With an RMSE
of 0.084, the proposed model outperformed the regression-based approaches.

In most previous efforts, the optimization of all intelligent models, including ANN and
ANFIS, has been carried out by well-tried optimizer algorithms, such as the PSO, GA, etc.
As a matter of fact, these algorithms belong to the initial notions of metaheuristic algorithms,
while nowadays, complicated problems call for evaluating newer approaches to keep the
solution updated with recent developments. Therefore, this research is conducted to audit
the efficiency of three novel ANFIS-based hybrids in assessing the pullout resistance (Pul)
of helical piles. In spite of the broad applicability of metaheuristic schemes in analyzing the
parameters of piles, the literature lacks efforts to employ fuzzy-metaheuristic techniques for
the mentioned objective. Three metaheuristic optimizers—gray wolf optimization (GWO),
differential evolution (DE), and ant colony optimization (ACO)—were used for tuning
the parameters of ANFIS membership functions (MFs). The global search ability of these
algorithms protects the ANFIS from possible computational drawbacks. A comparison was
performed among the proposed models using various accuracy demonstrators, and the
most effective model was introduced. As a potential contribution to the body of knowledge,
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the models of this study can replace the costly and time-consuming traditional methods
and the existing burdensome numerical approaches by efficiently analyzing the resistance
of piles.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Data Provision

As with other geotechnical parameters, the Pul is affected by different factors. When it
comes to intelligent simulations, these effective factors play the role of inputs for a target
parameter. It means that the network tries to map their relationship to capture a pattern.
In the present attempt and based on the dataset provided by Nazir et al. [38], the input
factors are the embedment ratio (L/Db), the density class (DC), and the ratio of the shaft
base diameter over the shaft diameter (Db/Ds). This dataset has been used in a number
of earlier papers [39,40]. Using 80% of the data for the training process is well accepted
in machine learning implementation. The remaining 20% are, consequently, specified for
the testing phase. Considering a total of 36 records in the dataset, 29 and 7 samples were
randomly selected to analyze and generalize the Pul behavior.

Figure 1 depicts the variations of 36 values for all four parameters. In Figure 1a, six
values of 0, 1, 2, . . . , and 5 (each having a frequency of 6) are seen for the L/Db. Figure 1b
reports the presence of two soil categories, i.e., dense and loose soils, signified by DC
values equal to 85 and 35, respectively. As for the Db/Ds, three values of 0.3, 0.4, and 0.5
are repeated 12 times in Figure 1c. As Figure 1d displays, the Pul values are fluctuating
in an irregular pattern. For this parameter, the statistical indicators of mean, standard
deviation, sample variance, minimum, and maximum equal 376.86, 465.09, 216,316.33, 0,
and 1622.47, respectively.
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Figure 1. Variations in the (a–c) independent and (d) dependent parameters.

2.2. The ANFIS Model

Jang [41] combined the interpretability of a FIS with the learning strategy of an
ANN to invent the ANFIS. Up to now, intelligent models including ANFIS have gained
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increasing popularity for mapping highly non-linear problems, such as suspended sediment
concentration [42], landslide susceptibility [43], soil shear strength [44], etc., from their
specific factors.

Figure 2 depicts the configuration of a standard ANFIS, mapping the output Z from
the inputs X and Y through five layers. Given that Di and Si are the fuzzy sets and pi, qi,
and ri are the output parameters, the below if–then regulations can be written as follows:

Regulation 1 : If X is D1 and Y is S1, then Z1= j1X + k1Y + l1
Regulation 2 : If X is D2 and Y is S2, then Z2= j2X + k2Y + l2
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Figure 2. Schematic of a five-layer ANFIS structure.

The calculations of the illustrated five layers are presented in [45] (for two inputs) and
as follows:

Layer 1: The MF values of the input variables are calculated as follows:

Q1,i = µDi (X), fori = 1, 2, 3, (1)

Q1,i = µSi−3(Y), fori = 4, 5, 6, (2)

where Di and Si−3 are the MFs for the inputs.
Layer 2: The fixed nodes multiply the incoming signals, which is expressed as follows:

Q2,i = wi = µDi (X). µSi (Y), i = 1, 2, (3)

Layer 3: The normalized firing strength is produced as follows:

Q3,i = wi =
wi

w1 + w2
, i = 1, 2, (4)

Layer 4: Assuming ji, ki, and li are the consequent parameters, a linear combination is
released as follows:

Q4,i = wi fi = wi (jiX + kiY + li), (5)

Layer 5: The overall response of the ANFIS is produced by the following relation-
ship [46]:

Q5,i = ∑ wi fi = ∑ wi fi/∑ wi, (6)
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2.3. The GWO, DE, and ACO Optimizers

According to many recent studies, metaheuristic algorithms open new doors to using
artificial intelligence techniques in a more reliable way. They are able to retrofit these
models by overcoming various computational drawbacks, such as local minima [47] and
dimension danger [48]. They perform specific social/foraging search strategies to attain
the universally optimal solution to a given problem.

Figure 3 displays an optimization procedure where the optimal configuration of the
ANFIS is discovered by the GWO, DE, and ACO metaheuristic search methods. A new
FIS is created in each iteration using the found solution. The quality of this solution is
reflected by measuring the accuracy of the developed FIS. This process is detailed in the
sections below.
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The optimization strategy of each algorithm is introduced in this section:
Mirjalili et al. [49] created the GWO by simulating the hunting strategy of a herd of

gray wolves. This algorithm has been widely used for various optimization issues. Based
on strict social rules of dominance, the wolves are classified into four groups, namely alpha,
beta, delta, and omega, so that the alpha is the most powerful member and, consequently,
the decision-maker of the herd. The alpha is assisted by beta members. As the subordinates
of these two groups, delta wolves play the roles of scouts, sentinels, hunters, and caretakers.
They also have to report their actions to the superior members. Omega wolves are the
members with the least important roles, such as assisting and satisfying other members.
The hunting process is expressed by the following three major steps: (a) tracking, chasing,
and intimidating the prey by moving towards it; (b) encircling and harassing the hunt to
immobilize it; (c) eventually hunting the prey down [50]. More details on the GWO can be
found in the related literature [51–53].

Storn and Price [54] presented the DE as an efficient population-based heuristic
method. This algorithm enjoys several advantages, including simplicity, ease of use,
real coding, and speed. The main rules are established for two sets of a population, namely
the old and new generations of one population. There are several real-valued vectors with
dimension D (equaling the number of control parameters) in the population. The bounds
of the initial parameters are considered to randomly initialize the population. The three
major operations implemented during the optimization process are as follows: (i) muta-
tion; (ii) crossover; (iii) selection. The members of the present society of each generation
become target vectors, and a mutant vector is generated for each one. To perform this, the
weighted difference between two randomly selected vectors is added to a third vector. The
operators of the crossover mix the parameters of the target and mutant vectors to produce
the so-called “trial vector”. The fitness of the trail and target vectors are compared together
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to determine the necessity of replacing the target vector in the future generation [55]. For
further information on the DE, please refer to [56,57].

Inspired by the cooperative food-seeking behavior of ants, the ACO was designed
by Dorigo et al. [58] as a robust optimizer. It has been widely applied to many discrete
optimization problems in different domains. The ACO treats a problem as a weighted
graph and aims to find the optimal path on it. In the initial step, a number of ants move
in randomly chosen directions relative to their nest to seek nectar. They mark any path
they take by producing a chemical substance called a pheromone. Once one nectar is
detected, the discoverer ant takes a portion of the food and returns to the nest via the path
distinguished by the greatest amount of pheromones. The searching process is started
again from the nest to find more promising paths. It updates the solution to the problem.
The optimal solution is finally determined by the shortest path, which always contains
the greatest pheromone trail [59]. Due to utilizing a distributed long-term memory for
keeping previously obtained knowledge and a greedy strategy in the algorithm, the ACO
can strongly perform both global and local searches. Studies such as [60,61] have presented
further details about the ACO technique.

3. Results and Discussion

As denoted in the introduction, this study is dedicated to evaluating three fuzzy-
metaheuristic hybrids in simulating the Pul of helical piles. As with any prediction problem,
the results are compared to the expected values to measure the accuracy of the models.
To this end, the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (R), mean absolute error (MAE), and root
mean square error (RMSE) are used to report the correlation and error of the results based
on the following formulations:

R =

G
∑

i=1
(Pul ipredicted − Pul predicted)(Pul iobserved − Pulobserved)√

G
∑

i=1
(Pul ipredicted − Pul predicted)

2

√
G
∑

i=1
(Pul iobserved − Pulobserved)

2
, (7)

MAE =
1
G

G

∑
i=1

∣∣∣Pul ilaboratory − Pul isimulated

∣∣∣, (8)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
G

G

∑
i=1

[(Pul ilaboratory − Pul isimulated)]

2

, (9)

where Puli simulated
and Puli laboratory

signify the estimated and experimental Puls, respectively.

3.1. Optimization and Convergence

After assigning the metaheuristic optimizers for tuning the parameters in the MFs,
three hybrids of GWO-ANFIS, DE-ANFIS, and ACO-ANFIS were created. Since a stochastic
strategy is applied by these algorithms, they need a sufficient number of iterations to
approach the most optimal solutions. Unlike many previous studies that have bound this
parameter to common values (such as 1000 iterations) [62,63], exploring the convergence
paths of all three ANFISs showed that they can be further optimized if larger numbers are
considered for the iterations of GWO, DE, and ACO. Hence, by taking 10,000 iterations,
the algorithms could attain a suitable level of accuracy. Figure 4 shows the convergence
curves of the implemented models, where the RMSE plays the role of the OF. Notably,
the population sizes of the GWO-ANFIS, DE-ANFIS, and ACO-ANFIS were 200, 10, and
5, respectively.
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Figure 4. Comparing the optimization curves of the metaheuristic-trained fuzzy tools.

According to the above figure, the curve of the GWO starts at 1259.5107 and ends at
7.2801. This is while both the DE and ACO started with 204.3240 and reached 12.1223 and
8.5777 at the end, respectively. The magnified segment reveals the behavior of each curve
for the second 5000 iterations. It can be seen that the GWO finally won a close competition
with the ACO.

3.2. Training and Testing Results and Comparison

The low values of RMSE (7.2802, 12.1223, and 8.5777 for the GWO-ANFIS, DE-ANFIS,
and ACO-ANFIS, respectively) obtained during the optimization process indicated that
all three models have performed successfully in recognizing the Pul behavior. Figure 5
depicts the actual Puls versus the corresponding predicted values. As it can be seen, these
models have correctly predicted the changes in the target parameters. Additionally, the
drawn pattern is highly adaptable and difficult to distinguish. This is why the two critical
sections are magnified to better illustrate the comparison. The models have presented a
close prediction in these figures. However, the line of the GWO-ANFIS is more compatible
with the target values. The MEAs obtained for all 29 training samples were 6.4980, 8.6465,
and 6.5006, which confirms the larger error of the DE-ANFIS.

Assessing the models using the seven testing samples revealed that all trained ANFISs
can popularize the inferred Pul behavior to unseen conditions. Figure 6 depicts the errors
(= Puli laboratory

− Puli simulated
) for these samples. Compared to the training phase, larger error

indicators (RMSEs of 26.4759, 20.4362, and 16.9520 and MAEs of 14.3905, 13.2905, and
13.8824) were obtained for this phase.
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To provide a visual correlation between the laboratory and predicted Puls, Figure 7
shows the regression charts of the GWO-ANFIS, DE-ANFIS, and ACO-ANFIS. The calcu-
lated correlation indices (i.e., R) were 0.99986, 0.99962, and 0.99981 for the training data
and 0.99978, 0.99973, and 0.99967 for the testing data. A correlation of more than 99.9% for
the stages confirms the capability of the used hybrid tools in predicting the Pul as a vital
geotechnical parameter.

The contents of the below figures compare the results for specific conditions of the
problem. Figure 8 plots the target parameter versus Db/Ds, where L/Db equals 1 (for dense
soils) and 4 (for loose soils). It can be seen that the pullout resistance of the pile decreases
with the degradation of Db/Ds. The same behavior is observed in patterns generated by the
GWO-AFNIS, DE-ANFIS, and ACO-AFNIS. This, once again, confirms the high accuracy
of the developed models for predicting the Pul. For instance, for the pile in loose soil with
an embedment ratio = 4 and a Db/Ds ratio = 0.4, the Pul = 408.51 has been predicted to be
415.11, 405.33, and 408.43.

Similarly, Figure 9 plots the Pul versus L/Db, where Db/Ds equals 0.3 (for dense soils)
and 0.5 (for loose soils). As is obvious, the increasing trends of the target parameter have
been correctly simulated by the applied models for both loose and dense soils.
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Moreover, the accuracy evaluations indicated that there are noticeable differences
between the performances of the models. All three accuracy indicators demonstrated the
superiority of the GWO in training the ANFIS model. The ACO, however, presented a very
close performance as the second-best metaheuristic algorithm.

The prediction accuracies measured in the testing phase raised disagreements with
the learning quality of the models. The best results were indicated by the RMSE = 16.9520,
MAE = 13.2905, and R = 0.99978, which were obtained for the GWO-AFNIS, DE-ANFIS,
and ACO-AFNIS, respectively. In addition, due to the second position of the DE-ANFIS in
terms of the RMSE and R indices, it may be the most accurate hybrid in predicting the Pul.

3.3. Further Discussion

Geotechnical engineering has experienced notable advances with reference to recent
achievements [64,65]. Piles are fundamental geotechnical elements that are being used
worldwide. Engineers have tried different approaches (e.g., numerical, analytical, etc.) to
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capture an estimation of the behavior of piles, which leads to more effective designs [66,67].
With the advent of machine learning tools, they have received high attention for predicting
the parameters of piles [68]. In this sense, metaheuristic algorithms have assisted normal
machine learning in carrying out non-linear analysis.

This work proposed and evaluated the effectiveness of three ANFIS-based approaches
for estimating the Pul, which is a significant parameter of piles. The used algorithms, i.e.,
DE, GWO, and ACO, could nicely optimize the ANFIS internal configuration and establish
a network for predicting this parameter. Although the models performed differently in
terms of various accuracy indicators, they are all suitable and accurate approaches for
this task.

Although DE-ANFIS was considered more accurate than the two other methods, referring
to Figure 4, this algorithm requires a much larger number of iterations to reach a suitable
accuracy. Hence, the use of ACO and GWO may be preferred for time-sensitive applications, as
these algorithms could reach a desirable accuracy with around 1000 iterations.

From a practical perspective, the offered methods can be reliably used for analyz-
ing the resistance of piles for real-world projects. This generalizability is based on the
excellent performance of the models for testing data that represent unseen new conditions
for both soil types (i.e., loose and dense). As illustrated in Figures 8 and 9, the behavior
of the pile can be well predicted only by receiving three characteristics, including L/Db,
DC, and Db/Ds. Such an understanding has two major benefits. First, it enables engi-
neers to enhance early designs by trying possible conditions. Second, it can remove the
need to perform burdensome traditional simulation methods, such as finite element and
numerical techniques.

However, some viable ideas can be considered for future studies to enhance the dis-
covered solutions. For instance, trying a larger and newer collection of metaheuristic
algorithms along with basic methods, such as ANN and SVM, can broaden the variety
of methods, each tailored for a specific condition. Besides, working on data (e.g., opti-
mizing the number of input parameters) can lead to a more efficient network with lighter
computations [69].

4. Conclusions

In order to surmount the computational drawbacks of the classical ANFIS, three
automatic search techniques, namely gray wolf optimization, differential evolution, and
ant colony optimization, were successfully used to adjust the parameters embedded in the
MFs of this network.

Thus, hybrids of GWO-ANFIS, DE-ANFIS, and ACO-ANFIS were created and per-
formed to approximate the pullout resistance for helical piles. After an extensive optimiza-
tion process, it was shown that all three algorithms can grasp a precise understanding of
the Pul behavior. The RMSE of the GWO-ANFIS was 4.8421 and 1.2975 less than that of the
DE-ANFIS and ACO-ANFIS, respectively.

With reference to the accuracy indicators in the testing phase, close predictions were
presented by the models so that the smallest RMSE (16.9520), the smallest MAE (13.2905),
and the largest R (0.99978) were obtained by the ACO-ANFIS, DE-ANFIS, and GWO-
ANFIS, respectively. Overall, apart from the ranking, the results show the competency of
the proposed models for estimating the Pul, which warrants further investigation of their
use in full-scale predictions in construction to explore the need for further refinement or
extension beyond the capabilities of the current database used in the model development.
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